Introduction {#s0005}
============

Over the last decade, the clinical application of Proton Therapy (PR) for Prostate Cancer (Pca) patients has grown rapidly. However, much controversy still remains as to whether its improved dosimetry translates to clinically meaningful reductions in toxicities compared to Photon Therapy (PT). Similarly, controversy surrounds the robustness of PR plans as well as the cost‐benefit of PR for Pca patients.

With the implementation of PSA screening, an increasing number of Pca cases are being diagnosed [@b0005] with PT playing a major role in its management. PR is considered one of the more advanced radiotherapy options in the treatment of Pca patients in recent decades, of which treatment planning and delivery techniques continue to evolve and improve by reducing the dose delivered to healthy tissues [@b0010]. With the proven benefit of protons in the management of sites such as medulloblastoma [@b0015] and base of skull chordoma [@b0020], owing to the unique dose distribution of protons [@b0025], and their ability to reduce entrance/exit dose caused by the Bragg Peak [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040], efforts have been made to translate this benefit to other sites, such as Pca.

It has been determined that the spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) results in a highly localised deposition of energy, which can be utilised for increasing dose to tumours while minimising irradiation to adjacent normal tissues [@b0045]. Therefore, the expectation is that PR will provide improved dosimetry and hence fewer toxicities to organs at risk such as bladder and rectum. However, given the increased sensitivity of the Bragg Peak to motion caused by rectal and bladder filling, plan robustness remains a major concern alongside the cost efficiency of this treatment modality.

As of 2015, there were 43 PR centres in the world, and approximately 50% of them are located in the USA and Japan. There has been a substantial increase in the number of proton facilities built, and direct-to-consumer advertising is likely to lead to an increase in its use [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0065]. To date, more than 95,000 patients have been treated with PR worldwide [@b0070].

The dosimetric benefits to bladder and rectal constraints of PR compared to PT are well established [@b0075], [@b0080]. However, despite the planning gains, no randomised control trial (RCT) data exists as to whether bladder and rectal dosimetric improvements translate to clinically meaningful improved GU and GI toxicities compared to PT. An RCT comparing PT and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) has been opened, however the comparative impact on late effects will not be known for some years (NCT01617161) [@b0085].

One major concern with PR for Pca is its increased sensitivity to target motion because of the steep dose depletion beyond the SOBP [@b0090], [@b0095]. As the prostate is not in a fixed position and varies depending on bladder and rectal filling [@b0100], concern exists in relation to the effect of inter and intrafraction motion on the dose distributions achieved with PR. Some studies have investigated the sensitivities of PR plans to motion and provide suggestions as to how to improve the robustness of plans caused by the relative motions.

Cost efficiency is an important consideration given that the estimated cost of a PR facility for Pca patients is \$180 million [@b0100]. Few studies have been conducted to evaluate the cost effectiveness of PR for Pca patients and of those available the cost per QALY data displays conflicting conclusions [@b0105]. It has been suggested that the study of cost benefit in relation to the clinical significance of PR for these patients is lacking mainly due to the dearth of clinical and toxicity data available [@b0110], [@b0115].

The primary aim of this paper is to ascertain whether PR results in improved bladder and rectum dosimetry and subsequently, fewer toxicities, the secondary aim is to review issues of plan robustness and cost efficiency of PR compared to PT in the management of Pca patients.

Methods and materials {#s0010}
=====================

Search strategy for identification of studies {#s0015}
---------------------------------------------

An electronic search was carried out using the following databases: PubMed, Embase and ScienceDirect. The search terms used are outlined in Appendix 1. Search strategies commenced on 13th February 2016. References from the data collected were hand searched to ensure any additional relevant studies were considered. Predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to select the appropriate interventions of interest for this study as outlined below the final electronic search took place on the 13th September 2018.

Prospective and retrospective cohort studies, observational studies, single/multi institutional studies, systematic reviews and meta-analyses were included. Non-systematic reviews and non-English studies were excluded. Where an article title or abstract were of interest, access to the full article was requested from the corresponding author via email. Abstracts where the full article could not be accessed were excluded.

Studies for inclusion required participants who had a histologically proven Pca, treated with a form of external beam radiation therapy; PR, IMRT, volumetric modulated arc therapy, stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) or helical tomotherapy. Single cohort studies with patients treated with PT only were excluded. Any risk category or age range was included. No minimum or maximum population size was established.

Studies comparing bladder and/or rectal dose metrics or acute and/or late toxicities between PR and PT were included, while single arm studies evaluating these endpoints were excluded. However, single arm PR studies evaluating the acceptability of plan robustness were included. Studies comparing cost effectiveness between PR and PT cohorts were reported, as were single-arm studies evaluating the cost effectiveness of PR.

Outcome measures {#s0020}
----------------

A wide range of bladder and rectal dose values were reported. Clinical outcomes such as acute and late GI/GU toxicities were reported. Acute GI/GU toxicities were reported within \<6 months. Late GI/GU toxicities were reported within a 2 to ≤65 month follow-up. The favourability of proton plan robustness was assessed by evaluating the effects of anatomical interfractional and intrafractional motion on plans. Cost efficiency between both treatment modalities was also compared.

Statistical analysis {#s0025}
--------------------

Studies included used two-tailed paired t-tests to compare dosimetric values between PR and PT. Wilcoxon matched pair rank sum tests and Kaplan-Meier methods were used to compare toxicities between both modalities.

Studies analysed plan robustness by calculating the differences between the measured values of errors between control and test. Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests were used to compare the differences caused by motion between both plans. Studies that considered cost effectiveness used a Markov Model calculating the cost per QALY.

Results {#s0030}
=======

The literature search yielded 56 publications. Of these, 50 were selected for review. 26 studies were eligible for inclusion; with 6286 participants overall and published between 2007 and 2018. No RCTs met the inclusion criteria. Retrospective, prospective, observational multi or single institutional studies were included.

Bladder and rectal dosimetry and toxicities in proton therapy versus photon therapy {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11 studies demonstrated an improvement in dose metrics [@b0130], [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155], [@b0160], [@b0165] or toxicities [@b0125], [@b0135], [@b0170], [@b0175] related to the bladder and rectum for PR versus PT, as summarised in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Trofimov et al. demonstrated that bladder and rectal dosimetry were improved with 3D Conformal Proton Therapy(3DCPR) in the range \>30 Gy compared with IMRT [@b0165]. Similar improvements in GU toxicities at 6 months with PR relative to PT were reported [@b0125], [@b0170]. Hoppe et al. demonstrated that PR decreased GI toxicities at 6 months [@b0135].Table 1Bladder and rectum dosimetry and gastrointestinal and genitourinary toxicity results.AuthorYearNTreatment modalityDosimetric endpointDosimetric valueToxicities reportedToxicit grade/ endpointToxicity scoring methodTime interval of toxicityOutcomeSheets et al. [@b0120]20121368IMRT\
PR----Late GI morbidities\
Late GU morbidities--RTOG12 m post treatmentPR vs. IMRT treated patients were associated with more GI morbidities\
No significant difference in PR vs. IMRT treated patients for GU morbiditiesYu et al. [@b0125]20122205IMRT\
PR----Acute GU toxicitiesGU toxicity (6 m);\
IMRT = 9.6%\
PR = 5.9%\
GU toxicity (12 m); IMRT = 17.5%\
PR = 18.8%6m\
12mPR vs. IMRT reduces GU toxicitiy at 6m\
No statistically significant difference in GU toxicities between PR and IMRT at 12 mAcute GI toxicitiesGI toxicity (6 m);\
IMRT = 3.6%\
PR = 2.9%\
GI toxicity at 12 m;\
IMRT = 10.2%\
PR = 9.9%No statistically significant difference in GI toxicities at 6 m/12 m between PR and IMRT treated patients[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Sciobola et al. [@b0130]201620HT\
VMAT\
PR\
SWBladder**HT:**\
V10 (%) = 42.0 ± 23.8,\
V30 (%) = 26.2 ± 18.6,\
V50 (%) = 16.8 ± 12.5,\
V70 (%) = 6.0 ± 4.9\
**SW:**\
V10 (%) = 39.3 ± 23.3 V30 (%) = 23.5 ± 16.4 V50 (%) = 15.6 ± 11.6 V70 (%) = 5.4 ± 4.8\
**RA:**\
V10 (%) = 46.8 ± 23.2 V30 (%) = 27.0 ± 19.1 V50 (%) = 17.0 ± 13.3 V70 (%) = 6.4 ± 4.8\-\-\--PR results in improved bladder dosimetic values than HT, SW and RA at all endpointsRectum**PR:**\
V10 (%) = 30.2 ± 18.5,\
V30 (%) = 21.2 ± 14.7 V50 (%) = 15.3 ± 11.5 V70 (%) = 5.3 ± 4.7\
**HT:**\
V10 (%) = 59.1 ± 17.9,\
V30 (%) = 24.8 ± 7.6 V50 (%) = 12.8 ± 4.0,\
V70 (%) = 1.1 ± 0.7\
**SW:**\
V10 (%) = 62.7 ± 16.6,\
V30 (%) = 32.8 ± 5.7,\
V50 (%) = 17.3 ± 2.5,\
V70 (%) = 1.5 ± 0.8,\
**RA:**\
V10 (%) = 69.0 ± 18.7,\
V30 (%) = 41.7 ± 11.3,\
V50 (%) = 23.5 ± 7.5,\
V70 (%) = 3.4 ± 1.8\
**PR:**\
V10 (%) = 24.6 ± 9.2 V30 (%) = 15.7 ± 5.8 V50 (%) = 9.3 ± 3.8 V70 (%) = 1.0 ± 0.8PR results in improved rectal dosimetric values than HT, SW and RA at all endpointsHoppe et al. [@b0135]20141447IMRT\
PR----Bowel Function Toxicities;\
urgency, frequency, faecal incontinence, bloody stools, rectal pain\
Urinary Incontinence\
Urinary irritative/Obsructive**PR:** 25% at 6 months, 41% at 1 year, 37% at 2 years\
**IMRT:** 39% at 6 months, 37% at 1 year, 38% at 2 years\
**PR:** 22% at 6 months, 31% at 1 year, 32% at 2 years\
**IMRT:** 28% at 6 months, 29% at 1 year, 34% at 2 years\
**PR:** 18% at 6 months, 23% at 1 year, 17% at 2 years\
**IMRT:** 25% at 6 months, 20% at 1 year, 18% at 2 yearsEPIC-26 questionnaire6 m, 1 yr, 2 yrsPR vs. IMRT offers a statistically significant improvement of bowel toxicities at 6 m. Toxicities at 1 year and 2 years were similar for both modalities.\
Urinary symptoms (incontinence, irritation/obstruction) were similar between cohorts[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Fang et al [@b0140]2015394IMRT\
PRBladder\
**IMRT:**\
V5(%) = 75.4 ± 2.6 V20(%) = 58.7 ± 2.7 V40(%) = 35.6 ± 1.6 V65(%) = 15.0 ± 0.7 V70(%) = 12.4 ± 0.6\
**PR:**\
V5(%) = 33.7 ± 1.6Acute GI toxicityIMRT (86.2%) and PBT (95.7%) reported maximum grade 1\
13 IMRT patients (13.8%) and 4 PBT patients (4.3%) reported grade ≥ 2CTCAE version 3.0, IPSS, EPIC90 days, 1 yr and 2 yrsAlthough PR dose distributions to the bladder and rectum were lower, these differences did not translate to a demonstrable clinical benefit in acute or late GI or GU toxicityRectumV20(%) = 24.8 ± 1.3 V40(%) = 17.8 ± 0.9 V60(%) = 10.1 ± 0.6 V70(%) = 8.1 ± 0.5\
**IMRT:**\
V5(%) = 92.2 ± 1.0 V20(%) = 77.4 ± 1.6 V40(%) = 35.8 ± 0.9 V65(%) = 16.3 ± 0.3 V70(%) = 10.4 ± 0.3\
**PR:**\
V5(%) = 47.6 ± 1.1 V20(%) = 34.0 ± 1.0 V40(%) = 23.4 ± 0.5 V60(%) = 12.1 ± 0.3 V70(%) = 9.5 ± 0.3\
Acute GU toxicity\
Late GI toxicity\
Late GU toxicityNo patients (IMRT/PR) reported grade 3 toxicity\
IMRT (71.2%) and PBT (78.7%) groups reported maximum grade 1 toxicity\
Grade ≥ 2 acute GU toxicity was recorded in 27 IMRT patients (28.7%) and 20 PBT patients (21.3%)\
No patients (IMRT/PR) reported grade 3 toxicity\
Grade ≥ 2 late GI toxicity was recorded in 10 IMRT patients (10.8%) and 12 PBT (12.8%) patients\
Two IMRT patients experienced late grade 3 hematochezia\
1-year and 2-year GI toxicity rates were 3.4% and 9.9%, respectively, in the IMRT group and 9.7% and 13.7%, respectively, in the PBT group\
Grade ≥ 2 late GU toxicity was recorded in 17 patients (18.3%) and 12 patients (12.8%) in the IMRT and PBT groups, respectively\
Two PBT patients experienced late grade 3 urinary retention\
The 1-year and 2-year GU toxicity rates were 11.1% and 12.4%, respectively, in the IMRT group and 11.8% and 13.1%, respectively, in the PBT group[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Rana et al. [@b0145]20144 casesVMAT\
USPRBladder**VMAT:**\
Mean dose = 28.4 Gy,\
V30 (%) = 45.5,\
V50 (%) = 22.7,\
V70 (%) = 8.6\
**PR:** Mean dose = 23.0 Gy,\
V30 (%) = 38.5,\
V50 (%) = 20.0,\
V70 (%) = 9.4--------USPR offers a bladder and rectal dosimetric advantage over VMAT for prostate cancer patients with metal hip prosthesisRectum**VMAT:**\
Mean dose = 32.9 Gy,\
V30 (%) = 53.1,\
V50 (%) = 30.3,\
V70 (%) = 9.8\
**PR:**\
Mean dose = 18.1 Gy, V30 (%) = 20.4,\
V50 (%) = 12.5,\
V70 (%) = 6.0[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Doyle et al. [@b0150]201020IMRT\
VMAT\
PRBladder\
**PR** versus **VMAT** and **IMRT**; V30Gy, V17.1 Gy (32.58% vs 57.27% & 62.76%)PR offers significant bladder and rectal dosimetric values compared to VMAT and IMRTRectum**PR** versus **VMAT** and **IMRT** was significant when comparing V40Gy, V34.2 Gy (28%, vs 48.16% and 45.33%)[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Zheng et al. [@b0155]2012--USPR\
IMRTBladder**IMRT**: V30(%) = 31.8%±14.3% (LR), 27.5%±7.7% (int/HR) V50(%) = 13.6 ± 7.3% (LR), 16.2 ± 5.5% (int/HR),\
V70(%) = 5.9 ± 3.8% (LR), 8.9%±3.0% (int/HR)\
**PR: V30(%)** = 20.6%±14% (LR), 18.9 ± 6.4% (int/HR)\
V50(%) = 15.3 ± 11.6% (LR), 14.1 ± 4.9% (int/HR)\
V70 (%) = 9.2 ± 8.3% (LR), 8.6 ± 2.9% (int/HR)--------UPST spares more low dose volume in rectum and bladder thus offering an improved dosimetric advantage over IMRTRectum**IMRT**: V30 = 43.2%±11.3% (LR), 42.9%±15.7% (int/HR) V50 = 13.2 ± 6.3% (LR), 17.1 ± 6.4% (int/HR),\
V70 = 3.7 ± 3.0% (LR), 5.8%±3.5% (int/HR)\
**PR:**\
V30 = 15.4%± 8.3% (LR), 21.8 ± 9.6% (int/HR)\
V50 = 10.1 ± 6.1% (LR), 14.4 ± 8.7% (int/HR)\
V70 = 4.7 ± 3.9% (LR), 6.9 ± 4.0% (int/HR)[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Vargas et al. [@b0160]200810IMRT\
PRBladder**IMRT:** V10(%) = 60.0 ± 20.1 V20(%) = 50.8 ± 18.0 V30(%) = 42.8 ± 15.1 V35(%) = 38.2 ± 13.2\
**PR:**\
V10(%) = 36.4 ± 13.2 V20(%) = 31.4 ± 12.1 V30(%) = 27.7 ± 11.1 V35(%) = 26.0 ± 10.6\
--------PR offers improved dose- sparing advantages to the bladder and rectum, in particularRectum**IMRT:** V10(%) = 72.1 ± 7.6 V30(%) = 55.4 ± 5.7 V50(%) = 31.3 ± 4.1 V70(%) = 14.0 ± 2.9 V78(%) = 5.0 ± 1.2 V80(%) = 1.8 ± 1.8\
**PR:**\
V10(%) = 27.9 ± 3.8 V30(%) = 23.8 ± 3.2 V50(%) = 19.0 ± 2.8 V70(%) = 13.2 ± 2.7 V78(%) = 6.7 ± 2.5 V80(%) = 0.1 ± 0.3[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Trofimov et al. [@b0165]200710IMRT\
3DCPRBladder**IMRT:** V30 (%) = 44.5 V50 (%) = 23.7 V60 (%) = 16.9 V70 (%) = 11.4\
**PR:** V30 (%) = 32.8 V50 (%) = 25.4 V60 (%) = 21.9 V70 (%) = 17.3\
--------In the range \> 60 Gy, IMRT achieved significantly better sparing of the bladder, whereas the rectal sparing was similar for both modalitiesRectum**IMRT:** V30 (%) = 65.3 V50 (%) = 34.4 V60 (%) = 23.6 V70 (%) = 14.5 V75 (%) = 9.7\
**PR:** V30 (%) = 43.8 V50 (%) = 28.2 V60 (%) = 20.4 V70 (%) = 14.0 V75 (%) = 10.3[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Mendenhall et al. [@b0170]2017301IMRT\
PTGU \> 3\
IMRT: 4.3%\
PR: 0.1%\
CTCAE version 3.0, IPSS, EPICToxicities at 5 yearsIn the range of GU and GI toxicities \> grade 3, PR achieved significantly better clinical outcomes compared to IMRT.GI \> 3IMRT: 1.3%\
PR: 0.1%[\*](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Pan et al. [@b0175]201810PR\
IMRT4158GIIMRT: 15%\
PR: 20%\
CTCAE version 3.0, IPSS, EPICToxicities at 2 yearsAmong younger men with prostate cancer, proton radiation was associated with significant reductions in urinary toxicity but increased bowel toxicity compared to IMRTGUIMRT: 42%\
PR: 33%[^1][^2][^3]

However, 5 conflicting studies reported that PR does not offer an improvement in dosimetric results [@b0165] or toxicities [@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0135], [@b0145] to the rectum and bladder relative to PT, as summarised in [Table1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Trofimov demonstrated that bladder dose \>60 Gy was improved with IMRT compared to 3DCPR, whereas rectal sparing at this range was similar between both modalities [@b0165].

Sheets et al. found that patients receiving PR were more likely to experience late GI morbidities compared to patients treated with IMRT while also highlighting no difference in GU morbidities between both cohorts [@b0120]. Others also reported no statistically significant difference in GU toxicities at 12 months and GI toxicities at 6 and 12 months between modalities [@b0125]. Hoppe et al. noted that bowel toxicities at 1/2 years were similar whereas urinary symptoms were similar at 6 months, 1 year and 2 years [@b0135]. Interestingly, it was reported that improved bladder and rectal dosimetry of PR did not translate to improved toxicities [@b0140].

Plan robustness for prostate proton plans {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------

11 studies demonstrate plan robustness is acceptable for prostate proton plans [@b0175], [@b0180], [@b0195], [@b0205], [@b0210], [@b0215], [@b0220], [@b0225], [@b0230], [@b0235], [@b0240], as summarised in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Soukup et al. reported that the sensitivities of Intensity Modulated-PR (IMPR) and IMRT plans to organ motion are similar if a rectal gas water-equivalent density overwrite on the original planning CT is applied [@b0180]. Rectal balloons reduced motion, as also suggested by Thornqvist et al. [@b0220].Table 2Plan Robustness Results.AuthorYearNo. of participantsTreatment modalities comparedType of motion evaluatedConclusionSoukup et al. [@b0180]20094 with 16 CT datasetsIMPR\
IMRTInterfractional organ motionSensitivities of IMPR and IMRT to organ movement are of the same order if rectal gas water equivalent density overwrite on original planning CT and preoptimisation of beam weights of each field separately is applied.\
Study suggests the use of rectal balloons to reduce motion i.e. increase the plans robustnessZhang et al. [@b0185]200710IMRT\
PRInterfractional anatomical motionChanges in the dose distribution due to interfractional anatomical changes were no worse than those for IMRT plans when consideration to the range uncertainties and RBE approximations was given to the PR beamsYoon et al. [@b0190]200812PRInter and intra- fractional movementSmall target movements can significantly reduce target PRV dose. Attention should be given to interfractional target movement along the longtitudinal direction. IGRT may not be sufficient if margins are not sufficientSejpal et al. [@b0195]20097PRRotational setup errorsPatient rotational movements of 3° and 5° and horizontal couch shifts of 3° did not confer clinically significant dose changes to the prostate target volumes/critical structuresTrofimov et al. [@b0200]201110IMPRInterfractional setup changes of pelvic bone anatomy and soft tissueFemur rotation and soft tissue deformation may cause perturbation in the shape of prescription isodose volume. Application of target margin expansion in the longitudinal direction and compensator expansion technique prevents loss of target doseWang et al. [@b0205]20115PRInterfractional anatomic variationsPR plans are generally robust to interfractional anatomical variationsThörnqvist et al. [@b0210]20134IMPRInterfraction motionProstate target was found robust to such changes when fiducial-based positioning was usedPugh et al. [@b0215]201310MFO-IMPRRotational and transitional errors in 3 axesMFO-IMPR results in robust CTV coverage without clinically meaningful perturbations to normal tissue despite extreme rotational and transitional alignment errorsTang et al. [@b0220]201310PBSIntrafraction prostate motionCTV D99% coverage degraded only approximately 2% even with extreme rotational or translational errors such as 5° and 5%, respectivelyKirk et al. [@b0225]201510US\
SFUD\
PBS\
Interfractional anatomic variationsPBS equally as robust to anatomic variations with single field per day technique. SFUD and IMPR may be less robust to interfractional anatomic variationsTang et al. [@b0230]201410PBS-PRIntrafraction and residual interfraction prostate motionBoth motions degrade CTV coverage within an acceptable levelWang et al. [@b0235]20133Hypofractionated PRInterfraction motionDosimetric uncertainties due to interfraction motion were minimal for the the ITV2 coverage at 95% isodose level and dose received by 95% isodose of the ITV2Moteabbed et al. [@b0240]201620PR\
IMRTInterfractional variation and anatomic motionThe differences in target coverage and organs at risk were not statistically significant under the guidelines of this protocol[^4][^5]

Changes in dose distribution caused by interfraction variations were similar between PR and IMRT when due consideration was given to physical and biological parameters [@b0185]. Seipal et al. reported that minor (\<5°) patient and horizontal couch rotations did not confer clinically significant changes to the dose distribution of proton plans [@b0195].

Plan robustness with respect to inter and intrafraction motion was discussed in 7 studies. Wang et al. and Moteabbed et al. stated that PR plans were generally robust to interfractional variations, but rectal gas was the leading cause of target coverage reduction [@b0205], [@b0240], while Thornqvist et al. [@b0210] found the prostate robust to interfraction motion with fiducial-based positioning. Seminal vesicle variation was a concern, and also reported elsewhere [@b0185]. Others revealed that Multi Field Optimisation-IMPR offers robust CTV coverage without dose perturbations to normal tissues despite rotational or translational alignment errors of 5° and 5 mm, respectively [@b0215]. CTV coverage was degraded by 2% for the worst case scenario of a 10 mm intrafraction prostate drift using Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) [@b0220]. Others reported similar target coverage between IMPR plans and Single Field Uniform Dose (SFUD). PBS and Uniform Scanning (US) were equally robust to anatomic interfraction variations as a single- field-per-day technique [@b0225]. Similarly, Tang et al. demonstrated that although intrafraction and residual interfraction prostate motion degrade CTV coverage, it is within an acceptable level [@b0220]. Others reported that dosimetric uncertainties due to interfraction motion were minimal for ITV coverage [@b0225].However, 3 studies highlight that proton plans are robust [@b0190], [@b0200], [@b0225], as summarised in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Proton Therapy Cost effective analysis results.AuthorYearTreatment modalitiesTime analysis of cost effectivenessCostQALYCost per QALYConclusionKonski et al. [@b0245]2007PR\
IMRT15 yearsPR: \$63511 (70 y/o)\
IMRT: \$36808 (70 y/o)\
PR: \$64989 (60 y/o)\
IMRT: \$39355 (60 y/o)PR: 8.54 (70 y/o)\
IMRT: 8.12 (70 y/o)\
PR: 9.91 (60 y/o)\
IMRT: 9.45 (60 y/o)\$63578 (70 y/o)\
\$55726 (60 y/o)PR is not cost effective for most prostate cancer patients using the commonly accepted \$50,000/QALY standard, however it could be cost effective for younger patientsLundkvist et al. [@b0250]2009PR€7952.6 (standard case results)0.297 (standard case results)€26776 (standard case results)PR is cost effectiveParthan et al. [@b0255]2012SBRT\
PR\
IMRT**Payer perspective:**-SBRT is more cost effective than IMRT/PBT from a payer and societal perspectiveSBRT: \$24,8738.11IMRT: \$33,0688.05PR: \$69,4128.06**Societalperspective:**SBRT: \$25,0978.11IMRT: \$35,0888.05PR: \$71,6578.06[^6][^7]

Yoon et al [@b0190] reported that small target movements in the longitudinal direction reduce target dose while others found that femur rotation and soft tissue deformation causes perturbation to the dose distribution across the target volume [@b0200]. Both studies reported that the target margin and compensators should be expanded in the longitudinal direction to prevent target dose loss [@b0190], [@b0200]. Others stated that SFUD/IMPR may be less robust to interfraction anatomic variations compared to PBS [@b0225].

Proton therapy for prostate cancer may be as cost effective as photon therapy {#s0045}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Only 3 studies analysed cost effectiveness of PR for prostate radiotherapy [@b0245], [@b0250], [@b0255]. Of these, 1 study evaluated the cost efficiency of PR only [@b0250]. Konski et al. concluded that over a 15-year period, PR could be cost effective for younger-presenting patients and reported a cost-per-QALY of \$63,578 for a 70 year old and \$55,726 for a 60 year old; with both over the accepted standard of \$50,000 [@b0245]. Lundkvist et al. demonstrated that PR is cost effective having a cost-per-QALY of €26,776 [@b0250]. However, Parthan et al. reported that SBRT is more cost effective than PR from both payer and societal perspectives with SBRT and PR having a cost-per-QALY of \$24,873 and \$69,412 from a payer perspective and \$25,097 and \$71,657 from a societal perspective, respectively [@b0245]. Konski et al. concluded that PR was not cost effective for most Pca patients [@b0245].

Bladder and rectal dosimetry and toxicities in proton therapy versus photon therapy {#s0050}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several treatment planning studies highlighted that bladder and rectal dosimetry was significantly improved for PR compared to PT [@b0130], [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155], [@b0160], [@b0165]. PR offered a range of 1.85--57.01% and 3.44--64.35% bladder and rectal sparing benefit respectively, compared to modulated photon techniques. Superior sparing of these structures is evident owing to the intrinsic dose distribution of the SOBP of the proton beam [@b0260] which provides a steep dose gradient reducing entry and exit doses, thereby reducing the dose to surrounding healthy tissues [@b0265].

Yu et al stated that GU toxicities at 6 months were improved with PR compared to IMRT. Despite this, it was reported that patients receiving PR were younger and healthier; that is being in better general condition with fewer co-morbidities, with fewer patients receiving ADT and requiring physician visits in the previous 9 months than patients receiving IMRT [@b0125]. This leaves one to question the influence of the difference in patient related factors between the two cohorts on the validity of the GU results in favour of PR. Previous studies reported patient related factors such as increasing age [@b0270] and comorbidities or pre-treatment urinary symptoms [@b0265], [@b0270], [@b0275] as determining factors in increasing the risk of urinary toxicities post radiotherapy. However, such toxicity improvements may also be due to the physical properties of protons [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040], [@b0290] resulting in improved dosimetric bladder and rectal sparing [@b0125], [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155], [@b0160], [@b0165] and being exposed to low to intermediate levels of radiation [@b0165], [@b0295]. This, or other confounding factors such as the differing use of image-guided therapy, aspirin or other anti-coagulants, target margins, interobserver variability, or larger prostate volumes in the IMRT group relative to PR may also be factors [@b0300].

However, Trofimov et al. demonstrated that in the range \>60 Gy, IMRT achieved significantly better bladder sparing. Additionally, no differences in rectal dosimetry existed between PR and PT [@b0175]. This may be due to the use of anterior oblique (AO) beams in experimental 3DCPT plans which reduced the rectal dose, but at the cost of increasing bladder dose. A potential issue of AO beams is an increased proton penetration depth uncertainty from the intrafractional variation of bladder filling [@b0175].The 3DCPT technique may result in a higher bladder dose delivered due to broader penumbra and the smearing effect of the compensator [@b0175]. Additionally, Sheets et al [@b0130] and Cella et al [@b0310] concluded that late GI toxicities were worse, with no significant difference in GU toxicities, with PR compared to IMRT, despite improved dosimetry. A possible explanation for this is the higher vulnerability of PR to organ movement leading to an unintentional delivery of high dose to the rectum [@b0030], [@b0315], [@b0180]. An implication for improved bladder dosimetry and GI toxicities mentioned in both studies [@b0120], [@b0175] may be the use of modulated techniques. Studies reported that IMRT/IMPT decrease the volume of normal tissues receiving low to moderate radiation dose compared to a lateral field configuration [@b0320], [@b0325], [@b0330]. Further investigation is merited into the use of IMPT compared to 3DCPT to reduce bladder dose [@b0165]. The use of prostate and rectal immobilisation devices have been shown to improve GU/GI toxicities [@b0335].

Hoppe et al. noted that bowel toxicities at 1 and 2 years were similar for both PR and PT, and urinary symptoms were similar at 6 months, 1 year and 2 years [@b0135]. Patients were treated using a passively scattered technique rather than PBS, which is currently more commonly used [@b0340]. Passive scattering proton beams are associated with higher neutron scatter as a result of collisions with inelastic collision of particles [@b0345], which could ultimately become damaging to normal tissue, with their high RBE [@b0350]. This could account for the lack of benefit of PR over PT reported. Had PBS been used for PR delivery instead, the results may have been different, given that PBS can reduce bladder and rectal dose [@b0160], [@b0165].

Fang et al. demonstrated that despite markedly lower bladder and rectal doses with PR compare to PT, these differences did not translate into a demonstrable clinical benefit in acute or late GI or GU toxicities [@b0140], correlating with previous studies [@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0350], [@b0355], [@b0360], [@b0365], [@b0370], [@b0375], [@b0380], [@b0385], [@b0390]. However, an internal validity limitation in these studies exists because of the influence of confounding variables on GI and GU toxicities in the results. Interestingly, Fang et al.'s study exploits controlled case matching, thus eliminating bias caused by previously discussed confounding factors. Given that the results concluded there was no difference between acute and late GI/GU toxicities [@b0140], further investigation may be required to validate the use of PR in toxicity reduction as the translation of dosimetric advantages into clinical outcomes remains debatable.

Plan robustness {#s0055}
---------------

Proton beams are very sensitive to the densities of material that they traverse due to the uncertainties of the SOBP shifting in the presence of lateral heterogeneities [@b0090], [@b0095]. Gaseous cavities have also been shown as problematic for PR due to their ability to distort and potentially shift dose distributions into healthy tissues [@b0395]. Soukup et al. discuss a method to overwrite rectal gas with water equivalence with the intention of improving the dose distribution of the IMPT plan [@b0180]. However, it is important to note that rectal gas can vary on a day to day basis [@b0205] and gas in the rectum tends to decrease towards the end of treatment [@b0400]. Therefore it is arguable that the use of the overwrite of rectal gas on the original treatment plan may be an 'overestimation' of rectal gas for subsequent fractions. Soukup et al. recommend the use of a rectal balloon to increase the volume of the rectum to render the robustness of proton plans acceptable [@b0180]. Previous studies have diminished the influence of heterogeneities caused by rectal gas filling by using such devices to increase the volume of the rectum [@b0405]. Other studies have validated that the daily use of an endorectal balloon can reduce intrafraction prostate motion for 90% of all fractions [@b0410], thereby influencing the robustness of PR plans for Pca, When using the IMPT technique, dose distributions are expected to be more sensitive to organ motion, therefore care regarding the robustness of the treatment plans must be considered [@b0415].

Interfraction and intrafraction prostate motion are inevitable, with Schiffner et al. reporting an interfractional standard deviation of 1--2 mm, 2--4 mm and 4--5 mm in the left-right, anterior-posterior and superior-inferior axes, respectively [@b0420]. In extreme circumstances, prostate motion has been recorded up to 7.2 mm posteriorly, 9.2 mm anteriorly, 6.8 mm inferiorly and 12.9 mm superiorly [@b0425]. It has been reported that prostate PR plans are robust to intrafraction motion when fiducial-based positioning is used [@b0430], [@b0435] and that degradation in target dose is not significant even for the tightest margin of 4 mm compared to bony anatomy positioning [@b0210]. Given that PR is very sensitive to motion, daily imaging with fiducials appears essential, which Pugh et al. also recommend [@b0215].

Others [@b0185], [@b0195], [@b0220] have reported that changes in dose distribution caused by interfraction anatomical variations were not deemed worse for PR compared to IMRT when specific parameter uncertainties related to CT numbers, stopping powers, motion and positioning and range uncertainties; the latter caused by inhomogeneities and compensators; as well as RBE approximations are given to proton beams [@b0440]. Inter and intra fractional variations in the path of the beam and the presence of compensators must also be compensated for with the use of smearing [@b0185] Studies have shown that with the use of this smearing margin based on Moyer et al.'s formula [@b0435], target coverage is guaranteed [@b0450].

However, Trofimov et al. found that femur rotation and soft tissue deformation potentially caused dose distribution perturbation and that standard target margin expansion in the longitudinal direction and compensator margin expansion should be applied to ensure adequate target dose [@b0200]. However, this comes at the cost of increasing dose to healthy tissues. Additionally, it was reported that their standard institutional 5 mm PTV margin may not be sufficient for PR treatment of obese prostate patients due to the increased difficulty of target localisation, alignment and immobilisation of internal bony anatomy [@b0200], [@b0455]. Further investigation into the appropriate application of margins for obese patients using PR is warranted as studies have shown that patients with a BMI \> 30 are more susceptible to interfraction variations [@b0460]. One study has suggested that using pod immobilisation to reproduce the posterior contour for obese patients allows a repeatable water equivalent target [@b0455]. This will in turn minimise range uncertainty, also highlighted as a concern by Zhang et al. [@b0185].

Kirk et al. stated that SFUD and IMPT may be less robust to interfraction anatomic variations compared to PBS because of the likely higher degree of spot weight modulation [@b0225]. In a study testing the robustness of IMPT against anatomic changes for lung cancer, the use of repeated imaging and adaptive planning was recommended to reduce setup uncertainties and the implication of anatomic changes [@b0470]. Adaptive planning for prostate cases may also be warranted as here, IMPT has also been shown as very sensitive to setup errors and range uncertainties [@b0475].

Cost effectiveness of proton therapy for prostate cancer {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------------

The cost per QALY data for both a 60 and 70 year old man are outlined in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. From this, PR may be cost effective for younger patients, due to their longer life expectancy [@b0245] as studies have shown that such patients are more likely to experience recurrence [@b0480], [@b0485]. In addition, recent evidence has shown that PR can significantly decrease the risk of long term secondary malignancies [@b0490] compared to that of IMRT; however this still remains controversial [@b0495]. As the presentation of younger patients \<50 years old has increased 6-fold in the last 20 years [@b0500], PR may be cost effective for these patients given their longer survival time. Konski et al. [@b0245] stated that a significant portion of intermediate risk Pca patients may not benefit from PR as the freedom from biochemical failure (FFBF) rates were similar for both PT and PR [@b0505], [@b0510]. However, this leaves one to speculate as to the use of PR for high risk prostate cancer patients (HRPca) given that they are more likely to recur long term [@b0515]. As PT has the ability to facilitate dose escalation [@b0510], further investigation is merited into its ability to improve FFBF rates for HRPca. The results of a current clinical trial of PR for HRPca may influence the cost efficiency of PR for this cohort in the future [@b0525].Table 4Proton Therapy Cost effectiveness analysis results.AuthorYearTreatment modalitiesTime analysis of cost effectivenessCostQALYCost per QALYConclusionKonski et al. \[47\]2007PR\
IMRT15 yearsPR: \$63511 (70 y/o)PR: 8.54 (70 y/o)\$63578 (70 y/o)PR is not cost effective for most prostate cancer patients using the commonly accepted \$50,000/QALY standard, however it could be cost effective for younger patientsIMRT: \$36808 (70 y/o)IMRT: 8.12 (70 y/o)\$55726 (60 y/o)PR: \$64989 (60 y/o)PR: 9.91 (60 y/o)IMRT: \$39355 (60 y/o)IMRT: 9.45 (60 y/o)Lundkvist et al. \[48\]2009PR€7952.6 (standard case results)0.297 (standard case results)€26776 (standard case results)PR is cost effectiveParthan et al. \[49\]2012SBRT\
PR\
IMRT**Payer perspective:**-SBRT is more cost effective than IMRT/PBT from a payer and societal perspectiveSBRT: \$24,8738.11IMRT: \$33,0688.05PR: \$69,4128.06**Societal perspective:**SBRT: \$25,0978.11IMRT: \$35,0888.05PR: \$71,6578.06[^8][^9]

Lundkvist et al. [@b0250] demonstrated that PR was cost effective for Pca patients with a QALY of €26,776, which is below the considered standard QALY of \$50,000 [@b0530]. For the calculation of cost efficiency in this study, it was assumed that PR would be delivered with a higher target dose prescription and that PR would provide a lower risk of adverse effects, both short and long term [@b0320]. Further investigation is merited into cost efficiency evaluation given that data are increasing in relation to toxicities [@b0125], [@b0135].

Peeters et al. stated that PR was cost effective for patients given the reduction of adverse effects, both short and long term [@b0535]. A phase 3 study comparing standard PR to hypofractionated PR is also underway [@b0540]. If the concluding results are in favour of hypofractionated PR, treatment costs would be decreased given the significantly reduced fractionation. This is also reinforced by Muralidhar et al., who stated that PR may be cost effective for favourable-risk prostate cancer if shorter, simpler PR treatments, similar to SBRT or BT are proposed [@b0545].

Opposingly, Parthan et al [@b0255] stated that SBRT was more cost effective than PR based on the cost per QALY data from a payer and societal perspective outlined in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. One reason for this is likely due to the current reduced fractionation with SBRT, relative to PR, as well as the use of traditional linear accelerators for SBRT. Another reason for this may be that patients treated using SBRT were expected to have a more favourable short and long term toxicity profile compared to those treated using PR [@b0255]. While no evidence comparing short and long term toxicities between SBRT and PR currently exists, a dosimetric study found that SBRT can reduce bladder and femoral head dose compared to PR [@b0550]. Further investigation into short and long term toxicity comparison between both modalities is required. Some studies have also shown that PR- treated patients may not necessarily experience fewer short and long term GU/GI toxicities [@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0135], [@b0140], [@b0555], implying that PR may not be cost effective if resultant toxicities are comparable to those using IMRT/SBRT [@b0005] but may be less expensive in terms of lifetime costs [@b0560], [@b0565], [@b0570].

Konski et al. [@b0245] found that PR was not cost effective for the majority of Pca patients and showed increased costs at all levels compared to IMRT. They concluded that men with a low risk of recurrence would not benefit from dose escalation using PR [@b0245] as a high FFBF rate can already be obtained using less costly current photon modalities [@b0420], [@b0425], [@b0105]. Others found that the median reimbursement for prostate RT in the USA was \>\$32,000 for PR, but only \$18,000 for IMRT. This retrospective study also found no difference between short term GI or GU toxicities at 12 months, despite the increase in cost, illustrating that PR is not cost effective within that short time frame [@b0105]. In their review article, Muralidhar et al. [@b0575] et al concluded that for low and intermediate risk cases, shorter course and simpler radiation therapy techniques, such as brachytherapy and SBRT were more cost efficient than IMRT or PR. A similar review by Schroek et al. [@b0580] has concluded that the quality of available evidence to ascertain the cost effectiveness of PR relative to IMRT to be 'very low'. Yu et al. [@b0585] report that based on 2008 and 2009 data the median Medicare reimbursement in the US for Pr was \$32,428 and for IMRT was \$18,575.

Limitations {#s0065}
===========

Using the Downs and Black's checklist [@b0590], a methodological quality testing of both of randomised and non-randomised studies of health care interventions which consists of 27 questions examining reporting, external and internal validity, the scores obtained were from 12 to 24, meaning that the internal and external validities were moderate to good. Those at the lower end of this range included mainly single armed studies as there is currently a paucity of comparative PT versus PR trials. Variations in sample sizes in studies between those treated with PR and PT also existed. A limited number of studies reported on cost per QALY data; making it difficult to assess cost effectiveness for patients treated with PR.

Conclusion {#s0070}
==========

At present, a vast amount of evidence exists in favour of PR offering improved bladder and rectal dosimetry compared to PT. However, these dose metrics do not automatically translate to clinically improved GI/GU toxicities. The robustness of PR plans are acceptable when specific corrections and protocols are adhered to. Evidence regarding the cost efficiency of PR for Pca patients is limited and somewhat conflicting. However from that which is available, PR is not cost effective for all Pca patients when comparing the QALY results of PR compared to the less costly PT. However PR may be cost effective for younger presenting or high risk patients when costs pertaining to acute and late toxicities and lifetime costs are taken into consideration.
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[^2]: IMRT = Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy, PR = Proton Therapy, GI = Gastrointestinal, GU = Genitourinary, m = months, RTOG = Radiation Therapy Oncology Group, HT = Helical Tomography, SW = Sliding Window, RA = Rapid Arc, CTCAE = Common Terminology Criteria Adverse Effects, IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Scale, EPIC = Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite, VMAT = Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy, USPR = Uniform Scanning Proton Therapy, LR = low risk, int/HR = intermediate/high risk.

[^3]:  =Treatment Planning Studies.
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[^5]: RBE = Radiobiological effectiveness, MFO-IMPR = Multi field optimisation-Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy, CTV = Clinical Target Volume, PBS-PR = Pencil Beam Scanning-Proton Therapy, US = Uniform Scanning, SFUD = Single field uniform-dose.
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[^7]: SBRT = Stereotactic Body Radiation, BT = Brachytherapy, y/o = years old.
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[^9]: SBRT = Stereotactic Body Radiation, BT = Brachytherapy, y/o = years old.
